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About This Content

Cossacks 3: Rise to Glory allows you to take up the mantle of the greatest military leaders of all time and participate in battles
that defined the world’s history as we know it. Among other things, it introduces numerous new features to the game: new

nations, environments, units, historical campaigns, scenarios and much more!

Main Features:

Prussian campaign: Take a role of Friedrich the Great and lead the mighty Prussian armies into the fiercest skirmishes
18th century Europe have ever seen.

Swedish campaign: Experience the rise of Sweden to its position of the global power under the leadership of Gustavus
Adolphus, a genius military leader who invented the modern way of conducting warfare.

New Original Units: 7 new units come into the game, 3 of which are completely new.

New environments: Take out your winter coats, as Rise to Glory introduces winter maps to both singleplayer and
multiplayer modes.

New nations: Mighty Bavaria and Saxony – favorites of the old fans – make a comeback to display the military might of
German states.

Custom scenarios: Three singleplayer missions will allow you participate in exciting historical battles that took place all
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over Europe.
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Title: Deluxe Content - Cossacks 3: Rise to Glory
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
GSC Game World
Publisher:
GSC Game World
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 3.0GHz / Core i3 1.6GHz / AMD Athlon II X2 280

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 9600 GT / Radeon HD 4830 / Intel HD5000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Screen Resolution - 1280x768

English,French,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Italian,Portuguese,Turkish
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Great DLC!
i liked the snow map!
i hope the developers make a desert map it will be Great!.. Nice work!
Finally there are all nations from Back to war.
The winter maps bring some newness to the game.. The only good thing about having the Deluxe Edition and getting 5 low
quality mission addons called "DLC" while the real Scottish DLC is not included because it is technically not a DLC but rather
downloadable content called an "Extension" - ??? - (DLC = Downloadable Content)- ??? - is that I can at least leave 5 instead of
1 negative review.... Works great for me! i only wish the AI would do somthing new, like use other formations to attack instead
of sending sqaures of everything. Also how about adding an option to disable artillery? or better still, LIMIT the amount of
artillery you can build.. Do not buy this from these dishonest devs

They sold the game with deluxe edition extra for four dlc. Then when there dlc were not selling because all the people who
wanted it already had bought the pass they then released dlc that "was not part of the pass".

This was there strategy to milk the people who already paid.."oh no this dlc was not part of the ones you bought they will come
later" yeah right!

Do not support these people they also banned people from the forums who brought this up this company should be boycotted
until they go out of business absolutely terrible

Also this game is just a re skin of the original game that is very old and can be bought for really cheap. The original game was
great but has been corrupted by these people

Stay well away!
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Great game but please Fix some bugs!. This DLC is good but we need to fix the bugs in this game first and each Nation should
be unique.. It is a very nice Dlc pack. i loce to play the new two factions. But I did not discover the 7 new units, it would be very
helpful if the studio could show these units and for which country they are available.. The reviews are full of people
complaining about the game being full of bugs, why releasing another DLC when the game is almost unplayable. Really...
With this DLC for example, in single player mode with the AI at 'Impossible' difficulty they stoped expanding after 10 minutes
of playtime.
Want loads of frustation? Buy this game.. Do not buy this from these dishonest devs

They sold the game with deluxe edition extra for four dlc. Then when there dlc were not selling because all the people who
wanted it already had bought the pass they then released dlc that "was not part of the pass".

This was there strategy to milk the people who already paid.."oh no this dlc was not part of the ones you bought they will come
later" yeah right!

Do not support these people they also banned people from the forums who brought this up this company should be boycotted
until they go out of business absolutely terrible

Also this game is just a re skin of the original game that is very old and can be bought for really cheap. The original game was
great but has been corrupted by these people

Stay well away!. Can't complain about the price of the DLC given the low cost of the base game.

The snow texture map is very good and adds variety to the asthetics of the game.

Developers are not only making a great remake of of the original Cossacks, they are also adding features that do not detract
from the classic gameplay we all love.. Worth the purchase.. Bought the Deluxe Edition to support the Developers of STALKER

Months later they decided to release a Paid DLC over and above the Deluxe Edition even though 4 DLCs were promised within
the Deluxe Edition

This is simply misrepresentation at the time of sale, malpractice to leech more money from a consumer who has already paid a
premium and bought the costliest version of the game

In Short, its a SCAM

Game is Good

Developer\/Publishers are money hungry Leprechauns

Don't give them your Hard Earned Money, their intentions are not Righteous

Steam is not even giving me a Refund now even though I gave a very clear explanation of this SCAM

Steam is supporting such malpractice and fraudulent business practices

I have been conned

Don't get conned. Musket men shoot thru walls, dont need peasents to build ( i place buildings and they are already built and
ready to use instantly). my soldiers are killing invisable people. Peasents stand around and don't follow my commands. You don't
have display name for 18th centry infantry men. (atleast for Bavaria) Cannon towers cant shoot over walls(wtf). Does anyone do
testing on this game? love the game but its buggy.

Update: I tried playing again. Same problems, Now units can just walk thru walls. I sell a resource on the market, i get the
resource i want. and then when i close the market i lose the resource i gained. and now im out the resources i sold and gained.
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